1975 MEN'S VARSITY ALL-AMERICA

First Team
Guy Antly (Goalie) University of California, Irvine
Walter Bricker University of California, Berkeley
Gary Figueroa University of California, Irvine
Joe Vargas Stanford University
Jeff Stites University of California, Los Angeles
Boyd Philpot University of California, Irvine
Robert Webb University of California, Los Angeles
Joe Bogan University of California, Berkeley
Tom Belfonti University of California, Berkeley
Keith Wall University of California, Irvine
Tim Quinn University of California, Irvine
John Robert Stanford University
Rich Johannson Stanford University

Second Team
Chris Dorst (Goalie) University of California, Los Angeles
David Post University of California, Berkeley
Nicholas Baba University of California, Irvine
Tom Elson Stanford University
Rick Sherburne University of California, Los Angeles
Steve Shaw Long Beach State University
Jeff Roy University of California, Berkeley

Honorable Mention
Curtis Lureberger (Goalie) University of California, Davis
Rick Graham (Goalie) San Jose State University
Brian Millich University of California, Davis
Dave Scott University of California, Davis
Robert Judd California State University, Humbolt
Frank Amdur California State University, Hayward
Ben Brookens California State University, Hayward
Creige Swartz University of the Pacific
Kit Follmer University of the Pacific
Jeff Dean Long Beach State University
Dan Matthles Long Beach State University
Mark Garrett Fresno State University
Carlos Gonzales San Jose State University
Jerry Cvecko  
California State University, Hayward

Mike Hollister  
Long Beach State University

Don Spicer  
University of California, Los Angeles

Clark  
Stanford University

Drew McDonald  
Stanford University

Chris Dorst  
Stanford University

Finneran  
Stanford University

Jim Purcell  
University of California, Berkeley

John Pettibone  
University of California, Berkeley

Jim Hester  
University of California, Los Angeles

Gonzaly  
San Jose State University

Brian McKinley  
University of California, Los Angeles